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Keeping PACE 
American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC) 
 
Members of the Property-Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) industry were 
facing a serious challenge: a resolution seeking to establish state-level policies 
opposing their industry had been proposed within the American Legislative 
Exchange Council (ALEC), an influential conservative policy network.  The 
resolution, introduced by a large conservative advocacy group/think-tank and 
supported by utility and banking industry trade associations, sought to pass 
a model policy prohibiting state authorization of the PACE industry. Two 
leading members of the industry, Renew Financial and Ygrene Energy Fund, 
engaged Capitol Core Group to defeat the measure and educate state 
legislators about the PACE industry.   
 
Following is a brief summary of Capitol Core’s campaign to defeat the 
resolution — not once, but twice, which involved prevailing on 12 separate 
votes by ALEC policy task forces.   
 
Background 
PACE provides financing alternatives that enable property owners to obtain 
low-cost, long-term financing for energy efficiency, water efficiency, seismic 
retrofits, hurricane preparedness and other property renovations.  Through a 
public-private partnership, local governments implement the program and 
collaborate with third-party capital providers that provide upfront funding 
for improvements — without the need for public (taxpayer) investment. 
PACE financing for clean-energy projects is typically based on an existing 
entity known as a "land-secured financing district," often referred to as an 
“assessment district” or a “local improvement district.”  Unlike traditional 
land-secured financing districts, most bonds associated with PACE programs 
are privately funded. Moreover, participation is voluntary. 
 
Capitol Core was engaged to accomplish three primary objectives: 1) Educate 
ALEC members on the PACE industry; 2) Establish relationships with key 
policy makers; and 3) Defeat the proposed resolution.  Capitol Core 
accomplished all three goals by developing and implementing a strategic, 
integrated government relations campaign. 
 
A Digital Education Approach 
Successfully communicating a uniform message to more than 800 
Republican state legislators across all 50 states is a daunting challenge for any 
government affairs team.  Capitol Core established a digital outreach 



   

 

approach utilizing email, social media, and educational landing pages to disseminate information to policy 
makers.  We created a specific website, www.pacetruth.org, to serve as an informational clearinghouse. The site 
provided both summary and in-depth information on the industry, and incorporated relevant statistics, 
persuasive video testimonials, and a credible FAQ to offer facts and dispel myths.  We then implemented a 
robust email campaign to encourage state legislators and private industry thought leaders to learn more about 
the PACE industry.  Our naming conventions minimized spam-filter interference and helped achieve an open-
ratio of greater than 50% (over a three-set blast).  In addition to our informational website and email outreach, 
we created social media pages (via Facebook), @pacetruth, identifying audiences from membership rosters.  Our 
in-house creative team produced advertisements that we shared with high priority audiences through the use of 
precise targeting strategies — generating maximum return on our client’s budget.   
 
Shifting to Digital Advocacy 
In the final week leading up to the ALEC conferences, Capitol Core shifted our digital efforts from education 
to advocacy.  Using proven digital communication tools, we developed persuasive advocacy messages and 
pushed position statements, white papers, and carefully reasoned arguments to our target audience via email, 
social media, and the PACEtruth website.  The messaging was well received:  66.8% of our audience “opted-
in” to receive messages that specifically focused on defeating the resolution (ideally before it was even discussed 
in the Committee room).     
 
Direct Response 
As we approached the conference, we recognized the value of obtaining a “whip count” — that is, gaining 
knowledge of who would actually be attending the conference, their understanding of the relevant subject 
matter (which helped measure the effectiveness of our digital campaign), and their voting intentions (or at least 
predilections). Recognizing that directly calling 800 policy makers over a 10-day period would be unacceptably 
slow and inefficient, we instead employed a direct-response technique commonly used in modern political 
campaigns to deliver persuasive messages or execute “get-out-the-vote” marketing via direct call and survey. 
This highly sophisticated phone-bank tactic utilizes professionals armed with scripts providing trending analysis 
on issue-based or candidate elections.  For the PACE industry, Capitol Core worked with Argo Contact Centers 
to adapt typical direct-response techniques for use in persuasive advocacy, which in turn gave us an array of 
valuable insights, including determining which policy makers would be attending the conference, their 
knowledge and understanding of the PACE industry, and their voting intentions. By using seasoned 
professionals equipped with sophisticated scripts, we were able to gain an informal attendance and whip count, 
as well as identify individuals who might be persuadable through direct advocacy during the conference, while 
maintaining consistent messaging. The professionals at Argo became integral members of the “PACE Truth” 
team; those contacted incorrectly assumed that Capitol Core staff were actually making the calls. (In some cases, 
state legislators requiring more information were referred to the Capitol Core team for secondary contact.)   
 
Direct Advocacy – Hand-to-Hand Combat 
During the ALEC conferences, Capitol Core personnel focused on direct-advocacy techniques, speaking 
directly with state legislators and private industry members to solidify votes.  We utilized distilled messages, 
bulleted white papers, and one-on-one conversations to continue building relationships and intensify 
educational efforts while maintaining digital advocacy.  In addition, we engaged directly within the Task 



 

Force/Committees to challenge resolution proponents, offer counter-arguments, and clarify misinformation.  
This “full-court press” rendered resolution proponents unprepared and frankly off-balanced, creating general 
confusion regarding the resolution’s purpose, and ultimately enabling us to defeat measures in each of the Task 
Forces. The resolution’s legislative sponsor ultimately withdrew his support for the items, leading the Energy 
Task Force to table the item indefinitely.     
 
The Outcome – Our Votes 
Energy Task Force: Motion to Table Indefinitely  

Public Member Vote -- Carried by greater than 60%: Voice Vote 
Private Member Vote – Carried by greater than 50%: Voice Vote 

 
Commerce Task Force: Motion to Table Indefinitely  

Public Member Vote – Carried by +2/3rd majority vote: Hand Count 
Private Member Vote – Carried by +2/3rd majority vote: Hand Count 

 
Tax and Fiscal Policy Task Force: Called for the Question 

Public Member Vote -- No vote was taken: Motion not seconded 
Private Member Vote – No vote taken: Motion not seconded   

 
Nine Lives 
Our clients were surprised when proponents reintroduced the same resolution within ALEC just four months 
later.  Proponents had secured a new sponsor, the Chairman of Commerce Task Force, whom they believed 
would provide “legislative clout.”  Capitol Core was again retained to achieve the same client goals. Due to 
inconsistency in members attending each ALEC conference, we were unable to rely on previous whip counts to 
determine outcome. We employed the same tactics that had earlier proven successful and again successfully 
defeated the measure in six separate votes.  This defeat led ALEC leadership to advise resolution proponents 
that they would not be entertaining the policy at future conferences.   
 
The Outcome 
Commerce Task Force: Motion to Table Indefinitely  

Public Member Vote -- Carried by +60%: Hand Count 
Private Member Vote – Carried by +60%: Hand Count  
 

Energy Task Force:  No vote was taken as the resolution did not receive a motion. 
Public Members – No motion to call the question 
Private Member – No motion to call the question 

 
Tax and Fiscal Policy: Amendment in the Nature of a Substitute (as written by Capitol Core) to adopt a 
“study bill”  

Public Member Vote -- Passed by 2/3rd majority; Roll Call 
Private Member Vote – Passed by +50%: Roll Call 
Motion to Reconsider – Failed and Ruled out of order by the Chair 


